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Breast biopsy samples were examined with Raman spectroscopy 
with k r  wavelengths ranging from 406 to 830 nm. A 
combination of a single-stage spectrograph, band reject filter, 
and CCD detector permitted low laser powers and minimal 
risk of sample radiation damage. Spectra of formalin-fixed 
human tissue revealed Raman features for lipids and caro- 
tenoids. The best defined lipid features were observed for 782- 
and 830-nm laser excitation, while carotenoid features were 
strongest in the 488-515-nm range due to resonance enhance- 
ment. Comparison of the spectra with those of fatty acid esters 
revealed that the major lipid component is a derivative of oleic 
acid. Lipid and carotenoid Raman bands were superimposed 
on a luminescent background which was less prominent at longer 
laser wavelengths. A compact, portable, diode laser spec- 
trometer was tested in a clinical setting with fiber optic sampling. 
The results indicate that substantial biochemical information 
is available from near-IR Raman spectroscopy and the technique 
may have clinical applications. 

There are many biological applications of vibrational 
spectroscopy1?* and, more recently, some investigations of 
diagnostic applications in a clinical ~ e t t i n g . ~ - ~  In principle, 
the molecular information and specificity of vibrational 
spectroscopy should be useful for monitoring metabolic status 
or disease states, in some cases noninvasively. Fourier 
transform infrared (FT-IR) and nearinfrared (near-IR) 
absorption spectroscopies have been used for analytical, 
structural, and dynamic investigations of biomedical mate- 
rialsS6 FT-IR of various tissue samples has provided useful 
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qualitative chemical information provided interference from 
water absorption can be managed. While both FT-IR and 
near-IR spectroscopy have been considered for various 
biological analyses, there is not yet an example of a routine 
clinical application for either technique. 

Raman spectroscopy has been applied successfully to a 
variety of biological problems, due in part to the weak 
scattering of water and to the utility of resonance enhancement. 
Quite sophisticated techniques have been developed, mostly 
in the visible and UV wavelength ranges, yielding important 
information about structure, dynamics, and composition of 
biological systems. Raman spectroscopy has been considered 
for characterization of biomedical samples,' including breast 
biopsy ~ a m p l e s , ~ J ~  silicone in lymph nodes,3 arterial walls,8 
and gynecological tract  tissue^.^ While these exploratory 
reports indicate significant promise for clinical applications 
of Raman spectroscopy, the complexity of most instruments 
and frequent interference by fluorescent materials have 
impeded widespread application or any routine diagnostic 
procedures. 

An example of particular relevance is the Raman spec- 
troscopic investigation of human breast biopsy samples. The 
high concentration of phospholipids and resonance enhance- 
ment of carotene derivatives permit useful Raman spectra to 
be obtained with visible laser excitation. Redd et ale4 obtained 
spectra of lipids, carotenoids, and myoglobin with 407-, 458-, 
488-, and 515-nm laser excitation and noted decreased 
contributions of lipids and carotenoids in carcinoma and 
fibrosis compared to normal tissue specimens. When the laser 
wavelength is extended into the red and a CCD detector is 
employed, the increased sensitivity and reduced fluorescence 
interference permit collection of enhanced spectral informa- 
tion. With a 782-nm laser, it was possible to observe silicone 
in lymph node t i ~ s u e . ~  
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Flpure 1. Diagram of system components (side view): L1.40-mm fl3 
lens: L2.30-mm f14 lens: BP bandpass filter: BS 50150 beam splmer: 
BR. Rayleigh rejection finer: M. mirror. BP, BS, and BR components 
are listed in Table 1: the spectrometer and lasers are described in the 
text. 

FT-Raman with a 1064-nm laser has been used to obtain 
Ramanspectraofbreast t i s s ~ e ~ ~ ~ ~ a n d c h a n g e s  in humanaorta 
associated with atherosclerosis.* 

The objective of the current effort is a detailed charac- 
terizationof theRamanspectroscopy of normal human breast 
tissue samples with visible and near-IR excitation. The 
combination of several recent technological developments 
resulting in low sample fluorescence from near-IR excitation 
provides new information about tissue composition. As an 
initial step toward possible diagnostic applications of Raman 
spectroscopy, we sought to establish optimal spectroscopic 
conditions and to identify molecular constituents responsible 
for major spectral features from normal human breast biopsy 
samples. 

EXPERIMENTAL SECTION 
Figure 1 shows the schematic diagram of the apparatus. 

Thespectrographand CCD weredescribed indetail elsewhere." 
The Raman spectrometer was based on a single-stage 
spectrograph (Instruments SA, HR 640) with a 300 l/mm 
(1.0-rmb1aze)gratingcoupled toaCCD (PhotometricCH260 
camera head/EEVOS-10 CCD with 296 X 1152 pixels, 0.66 
cm X 2.59 cm active area). Laser excitation was provided by 
argon ion, krypton ion, and argon ion pumped Tksapphire 
lasers (Coherent). Table 1 outlines the laser wavelengths 
used from each laser as well as the optical hardware and 
conditions used. A bandpass filter (BP), prism with spatial 
separation, or monochromator was used to remove plasma 
lines from the gas lasers and nonresonant emissions from the 
Ti:sapphire laser. An epi-illumination optical configuration 
providing 180' backscatter collection was used to facilitate 
rapid changes in the laser excitation wavelength and ease of 
aligning thesamples. Thesamelens, L1 in Figure 1, wasused 
to focus the excitation laser beam and collect the scattered 
radiation from the sample. With proper alignment, the laser 
beam could be made to coincide with the spectrometer slit 
image at the focal point of the lens. Ideally, the collimated 
laser beam passed perpendicular to the center of the lens 
providing overlap of the laser beam and slit image at all 
distances from the lens. Such a situation allowed signal to 
be obtained at various distances from the lens with the 
maximum in signal strength obtained at the focal point of the 
lens. The operator needed only to adjust the distance of the 
sample from the lens to bring the sample into optimal focus. 
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For the experiments reported here, L1 was a 40-mm- 
diameter achromat (Melles-Griot No. 01 LA 0138) with a 
120-mm focal length. The excitation laser beam was directed 
perpendicular to L1 by a 50/50 beam splitter (Melles-Griot). 
The laser power at the sample varied from 20 to 100 mW 
(65-320 W/cmz with a 200-rm spot size). L1 focused the 
laser beam onto the sample and collected and collimated the 
180° backscattered radiation. The collimated light was then 
diverted 90' by mirror M and directed through a Rayleigh 
rejection filter, BR, for the removal of the strong elastic 
scattering component. The collimated light was focused onto 
the slit of the spectrograph (f/5.6) by LZ. LZ was a 30- 
mm-diameter achromatic lens with a 120 mm focal length 
(f/4) which slightly overfilled the slit and acceptance cone of 
the spectrograph. L1 and L2 are both 120-mm focal-length 
lenses providing no magnification of the laser spot image at 
theslit entrance plane. The Ramanshift rangewascalibrated 
with known Raman shifts of naphthalene in the 0-1800-cm-' 
range and with a SO/SO (v/v) acetonitrile/toluene mixture in 
the 1800-3100-cm-' range. Additionally, allspectraobtained 
were corrected for the dc offset of the CCD signal and then 
corrected for the spectrometer response function using a 
standard white light source correction procedure outlined 
elsewhere.lZ Briefly, a standard irradiance source (Eppley 
Labs), calibrated by the manufacturer against NIST stan- 
dards, was directed through a diffuser into a 200-rm optical 
fiber cable (C-Technologies). After proper calibration, the 
fiber optic cable functioned as a specific intensity standard 
with known intensity as a function of wavelength. For 
spectrometer response function correction, the fiber was placed 
at the focal point of the collection lens to mimic the Raman 
scattering event. Details of the data manipulation are provided 
later. 

Experiments performed with fiber optic sampling were 
performed with a Raman One spectrograph (Chromex) and 
a diode laser (Liconix Diolite), as described in detail previ- 
ously." The spectrograph was coupled to a CCD (Photo- 
metrics CH260 camera head, TEKSlZCB/AR CCD with 
512 X 512 pixels, 1.28 cm X 1.28 cm active area). Laser 
excitation was provided by the 782-nm diode laser operated 
at  15 "C which provided 7-mW output from the end of the 
fiber optic probe. The lower power output of the diode laser 
was compensated by the lowerf-number and more sensitive 
spectrometer."," All components were affixed to a sturdy 
platform to make the system rugged and portable. Mea- 
surements with the portable spectrometer were made at the 
Emory University Hospital, Department of Anatomic Pa- 
thology. 

The lipid standards (oleic acid methyl ester, elaidic acid 
methyl ester, linoleic acid methyl ester, linolenic acid methyl 
ester) were purchased from Sigma Chemical Co., and 
naphthalene, acetonitrile, and toluene from Aldrich. Because 
of their sensitivity to air, the lipid standards were run inside 
their glass storage ampules. 

Normal breast tissue specimens were obtained following 
surgical excision in patients undergoing reduction mammo- 
plasty, excisional biopsy, or modified radical mastectomy. In 
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Table 1. Sources and Optlcal Components for Raman Spectra ExcHed wlth Llgm of Various Wavelengths 
wavelength, nm 

406 488 515 647 691 784 830 

laser Kr+ Ar+ Ar+ Kr+ Tksapphire Ti:sapphire Tisapphire 
bandpass filter Pellin-Broca Premono- Oriel 515 nm Pellin-Broca Oriel 691 DFlO Omega 784 nm Omega 833 DFlO 

beam splitter 50/50 visible' 50/50 visible" 50/50 visiblea 50/50 near-IRb 50/50 near-IR 50/50 near-IR 50/50 near-IR 
laser rejection filter Omega 488 Pomfret Kaiser Omega Omega Kaiser 830 Pomfret 

Research 

bandpasad (cm-1) 3.2 2.2 2.0 2.4 2.1 1.7 1.4 

640, blazed at lo00 nm. At 1350 cm-l (25-wm slit). 

Chromator 

415EFLP Research HNF515 660EFLP 702REFLP HNF785 
grating ordef 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 

a Melles Griot (03 BTF 007), optimized for visible range. Melles Griot (03 BTF 015), optimized for near-IR. 300 l/mm grating in ISA 

the two latter groups, tissue provided for spectroscopy was 
selected from areas near the surgical margins and several 
centimeters from the tumor prompting the surgical procedures 
and was documented as normal by a staff pathologist (T.S.G.). 
All tissue samples were obtained from patients who preop- 
eratively signed an informed consent permitting the investi- 
gational use of tissues under guidelines approved by the Human 
Investigations Committee of Emory University Hospital. To 
minimize changes in the tissue with time, data presented here 
were acquired within a 72-h period. Normal breast tissue 
specimens from 45 patients were examined at 784 nm with 
1 1 of these examined at other wavelengths. All samples were 
stored in a solution of 10% formalin with 50 mM phosphate 
buffer (pH 6-7) and run at an ambient temperature of 23 "C. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
To demonstrate the changes in the Raman spectra of normal 

breast tissue with wavelength, spectra were collected at seven 
excitation wavelengths varying from 406 to 830 nm. For each 
wavelength different optical components (filters, beam splitter) 
were employed to acquire Raman spectra, hence, imposing a 
different spectrometer response function for each wavelength. 
The spectrometer response function included factors such as 
lens and filter transmission, spectrograph transmission, and 
quantum efficiency of the CCD. Correction of the spec- 
trometer response function for each wavelength was necessary 
in order to obtain an accurate representation of the specimen's 
Raman spectrum as will be described in Figures 2 and 3. The 
spectrometer response function was corrected with a procedure 
employing a calibrated white light source coupled to a fiber 
optic cable. The procedure involved the acquisition of the 
sample's Raman spectrum at a given laser wavelength, 
replacement of the sample by the fiber optic cable, and 
acquisition of the fiber output spectrum. The corrected 
spectrum (Smrr) is determined from the calibrated white light 
output via eq 1, as described previously,12 where Sobs and Sr 

are the observed sample and fiber spectra, respectively, and 
h i s  thecalibratedspecificintensityofthefiber.12 This spectral 
correction procedure was automated through the use of an 
integrated PC program which also calibrated the Raman shift 
axis, thus performing complete spectral calibration in a single 
multistep operation. 

\ 

White 
Light 

Source 
Spectrum 

1 I I 

450 900 1350 1800 

R s m s n  Shift (ern.') 

Figure 2. Spectra illustrating the correction of Raman spectra for the 
spectrometer response function, in particular the filter transmlssion 
function. The raw spectrum is the 69 I-nm Raman spectrum of normal 
breast tissue obtained using an Omega 702REFLP filter, 4O-mW laser 
power, and 60-9 integration time. The white light source spectrum was 
obtainedfromthecalibratedfibersource, 4!j-sintegratkn.Thecorrected 
spectrum was calculated as described in the text. 

Figure 2 demonstrates the correction of the modulation 
introduced in the 691-nm Raman spectrum of normal breast 
tissue by the dielectric Rayleigh rejection filter (Omega 
702REFLP). In the uncorrected Raman spectrum, features 
are superimposed on top of a large background due mainly 
to sample fluorescence. This signal was modulated by the 
filter transmission, which obscured observation of several bands 
in the raw spectrum in Figure 2. The fiber optic cable spectrum 
(White Light Source Spectrum) was acquired, and the raw 
spectrum was corrected as described above to yield the 
corrected spectrum in Figure 2. The corrected spectrum 
illustrates the effective removal of the filter-induced modu- 
lation permitting the observation of several Raman bands not 
otherwise apparent in the raw spectrum. 

Experiments performed with near-IR excitation cover a 
larger wavelength range compared to visible excitation. 
Hence, near-IR Raman spectra are more affected by changes 
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Figure 3. Spectra illustrating the correction of Raman spectra for the 
spectrometer response functlon, in particular the changes in detector 
quantum efficiency with wavelength. Spectra A and Bare uncorrected 
and corrected Raman spectra, respectlvely, of normal breast tissue 
obtained with 784-nm excitation (40 mW) and 300-s integration time. 
Spectrum C is a corrected Raman spectrum of oleic acld methyl ester, 
obtained In 60 s, with other conditions same as wRh (A). 

in quantum efficiency of silicon-based CCDs, which have a 
decreasing response in the near-IR region. Figure 3 illustrates 
the effect of decreasing quantum efficiency on Raman spectra 
and its correction by the white light standard. Spectra A and 
B in Figure 3 are the uncorrected and corrected Raman spectra 
of normal breast tissueobtained with 784-nm excitation. Most 
striking is the correction of the Raman band intensities in the 
C-H region, which had been significantly attenuated by the 
decreasing detector sensitivity. This procedure was very 
valuable for obtaining accurate relative peak intensities, thus 
allowing spectral comparisons as the excitation wavelength 
was varied. The observed Raman shifts from the 784-nm 
Raman spectrum of normal breast tissue are shown in Figure 
4 with the vibrational assignments for each band reported in 
Table 2. 

The use of red and near-IR excitation provided a Raman 
spectrum of normal breast tissue that was different from that 
obtained with visible excitation. To characterize the differ- 
ences, Raman spectra were acquired from the same tissue 
specimens as the excitation wavelength was varied from 406 
to 830 nm. Figure 5 illustrates these changes using excitation 
wavelengths of 406,488,515,647,691,784, and 830 nm. An 
obvious difference in these spectra is the change in the 
magnitude of the background luminescence with spectra 
acquired with 406-, 488-, and 515-nm excitation on the 

increasing side of the fluorescence background. Raman 
spectra acquired with 647- and 691-nm excitation are on the 
decreasing side, and at 784 and 830 nm, spectra were either 
off the fluorescence envelope or on its weak wings. Others 
have noted a maximum in the fluorescence envelope at ca. 
530 nm with both fluorescence and Raman spec t ro~copy .~J~J~  
For normal breast tissue and oleic acid methyl ester, Figure 
6 illustrates the change in the Raman intensity, R, of the 
1439-cm-l band measured above background compared to 
the background intensity, F, as measured at 1200 cm-l relative 
to the excitation wavelength. Tahara and Hamaguchi” have 
used the ratio R f F  to evaluate the effective fluorescence 
interference suppression. The data for Figure 6 show that 
varying theexcitation wavelength from 406 to 830 nm increases 
the R f F  ratio over 2 orders of magnitude, with the near-IR 
wavelengths (784 and 830 nm) providing the maximum 
fluorescence interference suppression. The background in 
normal breast tissue specimens was comprised mostly of 
fluorescence from tissue components but may have contained 
other sources such as stray light and nonsample fluorescence. 
The background intensity was observed to fluctuate from 
specimen to specimen, and as Alfano has discussed, its nature 
may reflect a variety of sample differences, including patient 
age. Alfano, using fluorescence spectroscopy, reported ob- 
serving a 5-fold increase in the fluorescence intensity for an 
80-year-old patient compared to one who was 64.l3 Exper- 
imentally, the background fluorescence intensity was observed 
to decrease slightly within the first few minutes of laser 
exposure, probably due to photodegradation of photosensitive 
fluorophores, but with extended laser exposures (>5 min) no 
additional change in the RfFratio was observed. Since longer 
laser exposures (>30 min) led to sample desiccation, long 
exposures were avoided in the experiments reported here. 

A second notable difference in the Raman spectra of Figure 
5 is the Raman bands observed with visible or redfnear-IR 
excitation. Table 3 lists the major Raman bands observed at  
each excitation wavelength and the tissue component attrib- 
utable to that band. The use of near-IR excitation (784 and 
830 nm) clearly permitted the observation of a maximum 
number of Raman bands. For samples with a large fluores- 
cence background, fewer Raman bands were observed when 
visible excitation was used than were seen in a sample with 
a lower fluorescence background. For Raman spectra acquired 
with near-IR excitation (784 and 830 nm), all major Raman 
bands were observed regardless of the level of fluorescence 
background. 

Redd et al? have attributed the bands observed in thevisible 
spectra (406-5 15 nm) of normal breast tissues to vibrations 
within both lipid and carotenoid tissue components. They 
identified the three prominent bands in the visible spectra, 
1105, 1156, and 1517 cm-l, as characteristic resonance- 
enhanced Raman peaks of carotenoids. Additionally, these 
three prominent bands were observed and identified in the 
5 15-nm Raman spectra of noncalcified atherosclerotic lesions, 
also referred to as fatty plaque, from human coronary 

( 1 3 )  Alfano, R. R.; Tang, G. C.; Pradhan, A,; Lam, W.; Choy, D. S. J.; Opher, E. 
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6, 1015. 
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Flgure 4. Raman spectrum (78Cnm) of normal breast tlssue. Laser power was 40 mW at the sample and integration time was 300 s. 

Tablo 2. Major Raman Band Fr- (an-') of Tkwe and Upkl Standards ( 7 8 h  Excttatbn) 
breast tissue O M 0  LAMEa LLAMa EAMEP assignment 

3006 
2960 
2929 
2898 
2875 
2857 
2730 
1743 
1654 
1455 
1439 
1303 
1265 

1119 
1079 
1066 

972 
890 
870 
849 
727 

3003 
2960 
2929 
2897 
2876 
2856 
2734 
1743 
1655 
1456 
1442 
1304 
1268 

1118 
1082 
1067 
1019 
973 
887 
868 
856 
728 
610 

3012 
2951 
2924 
2903 
2877 
2855 
2732 
1743 
1658 
1449 
1442 
1304 
1266 
1187 
1111 
1076 
1066 
1019 
973 
911 
882 
842 
724 
610 

3015 
2951 
2935 
2911 
2880 
2855 
2729 
1741 
1658 
1451 
1442 
1304 
1267 
1168 

1085 
1070 
1022 
973 
940 
867 

719 
608 

2996 
2952 
2928 
2899 
2879 
2853 
2729 
1744 
1669 
1461 
1439 
1304 

1120 
1085 
1067 
1021 
968 (vw) 
890 
870 
841 

611 

4 - H  stretch%* b 
C-H stretch (+Ha asym)sfl 
C-H stretch (+Ha sym)=fl 
C-H stretch (+Ha sym)= 
C-H stretch (+H2 a ~ y m ) ~  
C-H stretch (+H2- sym)= 

C=O stretchu* 
C=C stretchu@ 
CH2 deformationc =fl 
CH2 scissoring deformationufl 
CH2 twisting2'@ 
=C-H in plane deformationu* 

C-C stretchan 
C--C stretchmfl 
C-C stretchsn 
C-C stretch= 
4 - H  out of plane deformation=* 

4 - H  in plane bendu 

a O M ,  oleic acid methyl ester; LAME, linoleic acid meth 1 ester; LLAhI, linoleic acid methyl ester; EAME, elaidic acid methyl ester. 
b References indicate assignments from the literature. c Shouldrer. 

arteries5J6 and in the 488-nm Raman spectra of carotenoid 
components contained in low-density lipoproteins isolated from 
human plasma.'' The carotenoid bands are not observed in 
the red to near-IR spectra, implying that the carotenoid 
components are at too low a concentration to be observed 
without resonance enhancement. Several other weaker bands 
due to lipid component vibrations are apparent in the visible 
Raman spectra. As will be shown later, the red/near-IR 
spectra (647-830 nm) are comprised of only lipid component 
bands. 

(16) Clarke, R. H.; Wan& Q.; Isner, J. M. Appl. Opt. 1988, 27,4799. 
(17) Verma, S. P.; Philippot. J. R.; Bonnet, B.; Saintc-Marie, J.; Moachetto. Y.; 

Wallach, D. F. H. Biomed. Biophys. Res. Commun. 1984, 122, 867. 

The peak areas of the 1654-cm-l lipid and the 1 525-cm-1 
carotenoid band relative to the 1439-cm-l lipid band are shown 
in Figure 7 as a function of wavelength. The 1439-, 1525, 
and 1654-cm-I band areas were measured above a baseline 
between 1410 and 1490,1485 and 1547, and 1635 and 1671 
cm-I, respectively. The 1525-/1439-cm-l area ratio shows a 
maximum with 488-nm excitation and falls off to zero at  red 
and near-IR excitation. This increase in the 1525-/ 1439- 
cm-l ratio is due the resonance enhancements of the polyene 
chain of carotenoids in the breast tissue. This resonance 
enhancement maximum is consistent with profiles seen for 
all-trans 8-carotene in +hexane1* and in cyclohexane19 
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Flgure 5. Raman spectra of a normal breast tissue specimen versus wavelength. Spectral conditions are as follows: excitation wavelength, nm 
(laser power at sample, miliiwattslintegration time, seconds) 406 (20160); 488 (20/30); 515 (50/15); 647 (40180); 691 (40/60); 784 (401300); 
830 (801300). Integratlon times were adjusted to provide maximum signal before CCD saturation. Because of the inefficiency using the grating 
in second order, visible excitation integration times were longer than for a spectrometer optimized in this region. 

Table 3. Major Raman Bands of Blopsy Samples for Various 
Laser WavelengthV 

wavelength, nm 
406 488 515 647 691 784 

727 
870 
972 

1066 
1079 
1119 

830 

727 
868 
972 

1065 
1079 
1119 

component 

lipid 
lipid 
lipid 
carotenoid 
lipid 
lipid 
lipid 
carotenoid 
carotenoid 
lipid 
lipid 
lipid 
carotenoid 
lipid 
lipid 

872 

1006 
972 

1065 
1081 1077 

1005* 1005 

,..* 1 .  .-*-*/A , I 0 *--  

406 488 515 647 691 784 830 
WAVELENGTH, nm 

Figure 6. Ratio of Raman intensity to luminescence background (RIF) 
versus wavelength for normal breast tissue (triangles) and oleic acid 
methyl ester (circles). Ris the 1439-cm-' Raman mode intensity above 
background; Fis the fluorescence background intensity at 1200 cm-'. 

1155 

1263 
1300 
1442 
1526 
1654 

1157 
1190 

1156 
1197 

1305 
1438 
1517 
1654 

1269 1265 
1301 1303 
1439 1440 

1654 1665 
1745 

1265 
1303 
1439 

1654 
1743 

1265 
1303 
1439 

1654 
1745 

1443 
1525 
1653 

Missing value indicates that band was not observed. * Values 
reported as Raman shift (cm-l) from laser excitation Wavelength. solutions. The 1654-/1439-cm-l area ratios for both the 

normal breast tissue and the lipid standard (OAME) are 
similar and follow the same trend, being fairly constant from 
830 nm to 488 nm, followed by a sharp increase with 406-nm 
excitation. This sharp increase may be due to resonance 
enhancement of the unsaturation bond in the lipids. Raman 
spectra reported by Redd et al.4 showed a similar increase of 
the 1654-/1439-cm-l intensity ratio when going from 514.5- 
to 457.9- to 406.7-nm excitation. These data indicate that 
bands due to lipids are not greatly affected by changes in laser 
excitation between 488 and 830 nm while those of carotenoids 

component giving rise to these bands was determined by 
comparing the Raman spectra of several C18 lipid standards. 
CIS lipid components are known to comprise -60% of the 
fatty acids from normal human breast t i s s ~ e . ~ l - ~ ~  Addition- 
ally, the Raman spectra of normal breast tissue show an 
unsaturation band at 1654 cm-l and a carbonyl stretch at 
1743 cm-I. Therefore, methyl ester lipid standards which 
contained various amounts of unsaturation and contained cis 

are. (20) Carrabba, M. M.; Rauh. R. D. US. Patent No. 5,11,127, 1992. 

(22) Sakai. K.; Okuyama. H.; Yura, J.; Takeyama, H.; Shinagawa, N.; Tsuruga, 
N.; Kato, K.; Miura, K.; Kawase, K.; Tsujimura, T.; Naruse, T.; Koike, A. 

The red and near-IR Raman bands are due to vibrations (21) Hietanen, E.; hnnonen, K.; Auvinen, 0. Curcinogenesis 1986, 7 ,  1965. 
of lipid components within the tissue specimens. The lipid 

Carcinogenesis 1992, 13, 579. 

Oncol. 1989, 115, 575. 
(18) Rimai, L.; Kilponen, R. G.; Gill, D. J .  Am. Chem. Sm. 1970, 92, 3824. 
(19) Saito, S.; Tasumi, M.; Eugster, C. H. J.  Raman Specrrosc. 1983, 14, 299. 

(23) hnnonen, K.; Hietanen, 0.; Auvinen, 0.; Punnonen, R. J. Cancer Res. Clin. 
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Figure 7. Area ratios of the 1654-cm-i band for normal breast tissue 
(trlangles) and oleic acid methyl ester (circles), and the 1525-cm-I 
band of normal breast tissue (squares) relative to 1439cm-I band 
intensity, ail as a function of laser wavelength. 
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Figure 8. Raman spectra (784 nm) comparing normal breast tissue 
to the methyl esters of lipid standards: oleic acid (cis monoene); elaidic 
acid (trans monoene); linoleic acid (cis, cis diene); linolenic acid (cis, 
cis, cis triene). Spectral conditbns were 25-pm slit (1.7cm-’ bandpass) 
for all spectra. Tissue: 40 mW, 300-9 integration. Lipid standards: 100 
mW, 180-s integratlon. Sharp spikes are random hard radlation events, 
which are seen more frequently in long integrations. 

and trans configurations around the C==C bond were examined 
and compared to spectra of normal breast tissue. Figure 8 
shows the Raman spectra of normal breast tissue compared 
to the methyl esters of the following: oleic acid (cis monoene); 
elaidic acid (trans monoene); linoleic acid (cis, cis diene); and 
linolenic acid (cis, cis, cis triene). The observed band positions 
and their assignments for the spectra shown in Figure 8 are 
listed in Table 2. The assignments listed are based on a 

compilation by TuZS plus Sahdeghi-Jorabchi et al.,24 Davies 
et a1.,26 and Yellin and L e ~ i n . ~ ~  

Several observations lead to the determination of the lipid 
component giving rising to the major Raman features in normal 
breast tissue. First, the C-C band in the lipid standards was 
located at - 1654 cm-l for the cis configuration but moves 
to a higher Raman shift, 1669 cm-l, for the trans configuration. 
Normal breast tissue shows a C=C bond at 1654 cm-l, 
suggesting a cis configuration around the double bond. Second, 
the degree of unsaturation was estimated by comparing the 
relative intensity of the 1654-cm-I band between lipid standards 
by using the 1743-cm-l band (C=O stretch) as an internal 
intensity standard. The 1654-/ 1743-cm-l intensity ratio 
increased with the degree of unsaturation. Also, the 1265- 
and 727-cm-l bands, which are due to =C-H in-plane 
deformation in unconjugated cis double bonds, increased in 
intensity with increasing degree of cis unsaturation. Note 
that the trans lipid standard does not show these bands. The 
relative intensities of the 1654-, 1265-, and 727-cm-1 bands 
of normal breast tissue relative to the same bands in the lipid 
standard suggest the lipid component is monounsaturated. 
Additional evidence supporting the identification of this lipid 
as the cis monoene form was obtained from the C-H stretch 
region of oleic acid methyl ester as seen in spectrum C of 
Figure 3 and the other lipid standards, most notably the C-H 
stretch band positions and the relative intensity of the 3006- 
cm-l band (=C-H stretch). Upon further comparison of 
all the band positions of normal breast tissue and oleic acid 
methyl ester (OAME) in Table 2, the major lipid component 
was determined to be an ester of oleic acid. Baraga et a1.8 have 
attributed the spectral features of adipose tissue surrounding 
aortic artery samples to the triglyceride triolein, which contains 
three oleic acid chains. 

To evaluate the use of near-IR Raman spectroscopy in a 
more clinically relevant situation, a portable Raman spec- 
trometer coupled to a fiber optic probe was assembled and 
transported to Emory University Hospital, Department of 
Anatomic Pathology. A schematic of the portable spectrom- 
eter is shown in the inset of Figure 9. By use of a fiber optic 
probe, Raman spectra were acquired under the supervision of 
a staff pathologist (T.S.G.), from normal margins in surgical 
mastectomy specimens. Figure 9 shows a representative 
Raman spectrum of normal breast tissue obtained with 782- 
nm diode laser excitation. The Raman bands seen in this 
spectrum are the same as those seen in the 784-nm Raman 
spectrum in Figure 4, except that the two bands labeled SR 
below 700 cm-l are silica Raman bands generated in the fiber 
optic probe. Such interference can be significantly reduced 
or eliminated by appropriate fiber optic probe designs 
employing Rayleigh rejection filters within the probe tip.20 
Additionally, signal-to-noise ratio can be increased and 
integration times reduced by employing commercially available 
higher output (- 100 mW) diode lasers. 

(24) Sahdcghi-Jorabchi, H.; Wilson, R. H.; Bclton, P. S.; Edwards, J. D.; Coxon, 

(25) Tu, A. T. Raman Spectroscopy in Eiology: Principles and Appliations; John 

(26) Davies, J. E. D.; Hodgc, P.; Barve, J. A.; Gunstone, F. D.; Ismail, 1. A. J.  

(27) Yellin, N.; Levin, I .  W. Eiochim. Eiophys. Acta 1977, 489, 177. 

D. T. Specrrochim. Acta 1991, 47A, 1449. 

Wiley & Sons: New York, 1982; pp 204-5, and references therein. 

Chem. Soc., Perkin Trans. 2 1972, 2, 1557. 
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!4gure 9. Raman spectrum of normal breast tissue using a poltable 
Raman spectrometer 782-nm dlcde laser excitation and a fiber optic 
probe taken at the Department of Anatomical Pathology. Emory 
University Hospnal. Atlanta. GA. Spectral conditions were 300 ilmm 
11.0-urn blaze) aratina. 50-urn slit 16.7-cmf bandoassb 7 mW. and 60 . ,. 
s Of ifItegration~The iands labeled SR are due to silica Raman~bands 
from the fiber optic probe. 

CONCLUSIONS 
The overall objective of the experiments described here 

was to evaluate the utility of near-IR Raman spectroscopy for 
characterizing human tissue and to determine the principal 
molecular components in breast tissue responsible for these 
Raman features. In the context of these objectives, several 
conclusions deserve note. First, near-IR laser wavelengths in 
the 691-832-nm range yield high S /N  spectra with moderate 
laser power. Background luminescence was significantly lower 
in these samples when red/near-IRexcitation instead of visible 
excitation was used. Second, the laser wavelength can be 
manipulated to select for different tissue components, with 
visible lasers enhancing carotenoids and near-IR lasers 
producing mainly lipid bands. Third, of the major lipid bands 

identified in normal tissue, oleicacid appears to be the principle 
component observed. Fourth, fiber optic sampling is feasible, 
making this technique potentially valuable in the clinical setting 
with in vivo detection conceivable. The apparatus described 
in Figure 9 is a prototype of a commercially available 
instrument, and the user need not have extensive Raman 
experience to obtain useful spectra. More powerful diode 
lasers andthermoelectrically cooled CCD detectors arealready 
commercially available, thus improving sensitivity and re- 
ducing instrumental complexity. 

Even though surgical specimens of breast tissue were 
obtained for reasonsvarying from breast enlargement to breast 
cancer, all of the features reported here for normal breast 
tissuewere qualitatively similar from sampletosample. Thus, 
we noted no qualitative differences between normal tissue 
removed for recontouring a large breast and normal tissue 
adjacent to but not involved by a breast cancer. Large groups 
of breast tissue specimens from patients with particular disease 
states were not available to accurately evaluate changes in 
peak areas or intensities associated with each disease. We 
arecurrently examiningsuchgroupsinorder toassess possible 
diagnostic utility of Raman spectroscopy. The current report 
serves as an initial characterization of Raman-observable 
components of normal breast biopsy tissue, and subsequent 
studies comparing normal to diseased tissue are underway. 
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